Rental Guide

Thank you for choosing Tangos Dress Hire. We will do everything possible to help make your day wonderful. This is a quick list of things you should remember and pass on to your party.

1) Collection date and return are on your quotation form; their availability will be confirmed upon receipt of a booking deposit. Our tailor is available 11am – 5.45 weekdays and on hand for any fine-tuning you require.

2) All members of the party should get in to be fitted 4 months – 1 month (min) before this collection date. It is preferable to fit each member weekdays 10am – 6pm one at a time. Saturday mornings between 10am and 11 am are available for those unable to attend midweek.

3) If anyone in the party is abroad use our sizing guide online, www.tangos.ie/measurement-upload/ If you would rather visit a local store and send on your sizes that’s fine but please read the list from our site.

4) A 6 Week deadline prior to collection applies for any changes to Style, Colour or numbers. The same deadline applies to ordering any Tailored Items (Ties, Accessories or Suiting).

5) Everyone must collect his own suit on the agreed collection date from 11am onward. This policy has helped us provide the best fit possible to many satisfied customers. If you can see any reason one may not, have them contact us please so we can try to arrange a 2nd fitting.

Terms and Conditions
-A €100 security deposit is retained in addition to hire Price until return of all outfits.
- Any damage arising to a garment is the responsibility of the customer and he/she will be responsible for paying replacement cost as assessed by Tangos.
- Any Suit or part thereof not returned by the agreed date shall be subject to a late return fee of €10 per day for each suit at the discretion of Tangos.
- Items once collected are deemed to have left in Proper condition, fitting and acceptable to the customer, Slight Shading may be found in our 100% wool fabrics.
- Surcharges may be applied to oversize suits size 50 Inches or more waist or chest